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With your new pair of Dane heated motor gloves you’ll be able to venture further, 
longer and in more comfort than ever before. Challenge nature by driving beyond cold 
frontiers or through storms, to find that thrill only adventure can provide.

Specifications
Your new pair of Dane gloves are 
heated by a Carbonfiber type heater, 
a 5 finger and backhand heating 
system. The thumb is enhanced by a 
reinforced part of the heating system.  
 
 
13w / 2h

This box includes 
 
- 1 pair of Dane heated gloves, 
- 2 batteries, 
- 1 battery charger. 
 
Motorcycle battery connection cables A & B are not included, though can be acquired 
optionally.

 

Cables

A

B

 AdvEnture awAiTs!

6cm
Fuse

3A

80cm

130cm

106cm

overall length: 216cm

overall length: 160cm

Purple fuse



mOtorcycle batTery conNectiOn
Using a 12V cable to connect with a motorcycle battery: When 
connecting the 12V cable to your motorcycle battery and pressing and 
holding the button for five seconds, the controller light will turn red. This 
means that the heating mode is set to high.

By pressing and holding the button, the heating controller light will turn 
orange (medium mode). By pressing the button in medium mode, the 
controller light will turn green (low mode). By pressing the button in low 
mode, the mode will switch to ultra high mode. Press it again to turn on 
high mode again. Ultra high mode will operate for a maximum of  
5 minutes.

By pressing and holding the button for 5 seconds, the heating will turn off. 
 

BatTery
When plugging with 7.4V battery for the first time, the controller light will blink 3 times, 
inspecting battery capacity. The battery indicator light changes colour depending on the 
battery capacity. Green means that the battery is charged completely, orange means its 
power remains at halve capacity and red means the battery is almost depleted.

After checking the current battery capacity the controller light will turn red automatically, 
turning on high mode.

Technical battery details: 
Capacity: 7.4V  2,500 mAh (min)   18.00 Wh (min) 
  2,600 mAh (typ)    18.72 Wh (typ)

 
An 18650 type Lithium-ion-battery powers your new pair of Dane heated gloves. This 
new and improved safety circuit consumes less power. 
 

Heating system diagram

Mode Operating time battery Operating time cable

low approx. 4 hours ∞

medium approx. 3 hours ∞

high approx. 2 hours ∞

ultra high not available. 5 minutes: 
Ultra High mode is about 30% 
stronger compared to High mode. 
After 5 minutes Ultra High mode 
will switch back to High mode. 

Heating glove

Motorcycle Fuse

Protection circuit

A part: Fused Cable

B part: Y Cable

7.4V battery

The electrical parts for this heated gloves are manufactured by MCTECH corp by order 
of Dane Europe B.V. For warranty and maintenance please see www.dane.eu. 
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